Constricted tubes appear in many engineering as well as biological systems such as blood vessels or pulmonary airways. The aim of this article is to test the ability of different turbulence models to predict the flow field and deposition of particles in a constricted tube. The constricted geometry of Ahmed and Giddens was employed to compare various numerical approaches. Two large eddy simulations and several Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes models were used for calculations using the Star-CCM + commercial solver. The performance of these models was compared with the experiments and other published studies. For selected turbulence models, deposition of particles with different Stokes numbers using Lagrangian multiphase model was enabled. The results show that large eddy simulation best predicts the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in terms of mean axial velocity, and similarly does also standard low-Reynolds k-e model. The comparison of deposition fractions shows substantial differences among the models, especially for the smallest particles. It was demonstrated that even a simple stenosed smooth tube is a very intricate problem for the present computational fluid dynamics models; therefore, to get reliable results, numerical models need to be validated for the same geometry and similar conditions.
Introduction
Constricted tubes appear in numerous engineering systems such as occluded pipes of different equipment or plugged water conduits. On the contrary, these are parts of a large variety of biological entities. Examples include stenotic blood vessels or airway constrictions due to lung diseases such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cystic fibrosis or bronchial tumours. A gas or liquid flow through all these systems is governed by similar physical laws and can be described by the same mathematical equations. Therefore, if proper dimensionless numbers are preserved, the same model can serve for many different applications. Experimental measurement of the velocity field in a constricted tube with different flow rates and three different levels of constriction were performed by Ahmed and Giddens. [1] [2] [3] Their papers are widely used by many researchers for validation of numerical simulations.
Our team specializes in modelling of airflow field and simulation of transport and deposition of the inhaled aerosols within human airways. [4] [5] [6] [7] As mentioned above, various pathological constrictions in the human respiratory system, especially in the trachea and bronchi, can appear along with physiological constrictions. For example, the glottis represents a sudden constriction of the airways upstream the trachea in the vicinity of tracheal inlet. In real life, both the shape and a degree of occlusion are highly individual resulting in person's specific airflow and particle deposition patterns. It has been demonstrated that numerical modelling in general 8, 9 and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in particular 10 can be powerful tools in simulating individual patient's airways, helping physicians to understand differences in deposition of inhaled pharmaceuticals and hence their response to the treatment.
The patient-tailored medicine (sometimes also referred to as personalized, individualized or precision medicine) promises to bring a revolution into the healthcare system. 11 It should greatly enhance patient's benefits and could potentially decrease expenses. Although there are also many challenges, it seems that it is the future of medicine. It is generally expected that the treatment will be 'targeted to the needs of individual patients on the basis of genetic, biomarker, phenotypic, or psychosocial characteristics that distinguish a given patient from other patients with similar clinical presentations'. 12 Personalized approach can also revolutionize diagnostics and treatment of complex respiratory diseases, such as asthma or COPD. 13 The endeavour to achieve the patient-tailored treatment is driven by, and at the same time, it enhances a collaboration among various fields of research. There are many applications where the progress relies on synergy of medicine and fluid mechanics. Initially, the greatest attention was paid to the cardiovascular system and haemodynamics. [14] [15] [16] Later, it has been recognized that a great potential is contained also in the respiratory system. Knowing the flow field and turbulence in the airways can help to decrease the risk of adverse effects of inhaled particles 7, 17 or to achieve a targeted delivery of medication, which brings both an increased efficiency of the inhalation therapy and economical savings due to decreased drug doses. 6, 18, 19 With the progress in medical imaging methods, it is possible to acquire patient-specific airway geometries and perform CFD calculations to predict the fate of inhaled particles. 20 For an effective patient treatment, we need the CFD calculation to be (1) reliable, (2) rapid and (3) sufficiently detailed. 'Reliable' means to get trustworthy results, which is conditioned by a proper verification and validation of the simulation. 20 The requirement on rapid availability of simulated results emerges from the clinical practice, as the patient cannot wait for the treatment for weeks or months. However, this request is in contradiction with the demands on quality and resolution of results. It is very common for the CFD calculations in academia to take months as precision is the absolute priority. Nevertheless, in medicine, a reasonable compromise between the precision and time duration of calculations must be found. Therefore, this article focuses on the comparison of various numerical approaches and aims to select the most suitable tool for simulations of constricted airways. Generally, we expect that large eddy simulation (LES) brings a more reliable solution of the flow and turbulence compared to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. However, the clinicians do not have sufficient computational power to perform the simulation overnight by LES; therefore, if the RANS solution with the proper model of turbulence provides sufficient precision of results, it is the primary choice due to its speed.
The first aim of this article is to test selected turbulence models and their ability to predict the transition to turbulence in a constricted tube. A correct solution of the transition is necessary for reliable calculation of deposition of particles. 21 It is, at the same time, the touchstone of correctness of the selected CFD model. Previous studies on similar topic 22, 23 proved that only the models of turbulence, which do not utilize wall functions, are suitable for flow in a constricted tube. Thus, solely, the models supporting the low wall y + approach were selected for this study.
As deposition of particles is of major interest for studies focusing on airway constrictions, we decided to choose the best models of the flow field and apply Lagrangian tracking of particles. Our aim was to compare the results of deposition among the models that performed best in the flow field simulation and test the hypothesis that the correct solution of the flow field and laminar-turbulent transition is sufficient for acceptable prediction of the deposition rate. Or, in a worsecase scenario, to what extent the results of models, that are equivalent in flow field solutions, differ in prediction of deposition.
Size and density of particles were selected to keep the same Stokes number (Stk) that corresponds to common inhalable particles in human lungs. Stk is the parameter used for prediction of deposition of particles as a result of inertial impaction, which is the dominant deposition mechanism for particles above 1 mm in upper human airways. 24 Stk characterizes the ability of a particle to follow the flow streamlines. If the Stk is larger than the unity, the particles tend to hit the obstacle in the case of a sudden change in the direction of the flow. However, as Ahmed and Giddens [1] [2] [3] performed their experiments with a mixture of water and glycerine, which has a larger viscosity than air, the size and density of particles used for simulation were much higher than for inhalable aerosol particles to keep the same Stk. As a consequence, an increased deposition due to sedimentation was expected, compared to the case of human lungs, as a result of stronger influence of gravity on the heavy particles.
Methods

Model geometry and computational mesh
Our model geometry created for comparison with experiments 3 is formed of three pieces: an upstream straight tube, a stenosed part and a downstream straight tube. The length of the stenosed part is 203.2 mm with a cosine contour of the stenosis in total length of 101.6 mm (see Figure 1) . It is based on a straight tube with diameter of 50.8 mm which features 75% of cross-sectional area constriction. The length of its upstream part differs from the experimental setting; it was shortened to 1000 mm to reduce the number of cells of the computational mesh to save computing time. The stenosis part is followed by a 2500-mm long circular section used to stabilize the flow. For computational purpose, a structured hexahedral mesh was created on this model geometry. A very specific computational mesh must be generated for the comparison of various turbulence models. The requirements on mesh resolution between the RANS and LES approaches differ; the RANS does not require as fine mesh as LES. It was decided to compare all the cases on the identical mesh to nullify the influence of the grid on the model comparisons. A base size of the element of the computational mesh was chosen to pass the Taylor microscale length condition to satisfy the LES calculations requirements. Since most of turbulence models were assumed to resolve the boundary layer, near-wall cells were generated to comply with the rule for low wall y + approach, and the value of the wall y + parameter at the boundaries was less than 1. Control element size in the centreline direction was changeable depending on the location. The length of the control element in the centreline direction near the inlet and outlet regions was 9.5 mm. The control element length towards stenosis area linearly shortens to the length of 1.4 mm in the stenosis centre. In the direction normal to the centreline, the control volume size grows from 0.1 mm near the tube wall up to 0.6 mm in the tube centreline.
The independence of the results on the computational mesh size was tested by simulations with four different mesh resolutions. The grid independence test was performed with one model based on RANS approach (standard low-Reynolds number k-e model) and one LES model (wall-adapting local-eddy viscosity subgrid scale model), due to the wide variety of turbulence models used for the final comparison. The axial velocity profile along the stenosed tube centreline was monitored. The following mesh sizes were tested: 0.72, 2.01, 3.21 and 4.16 million cells. The result comparison (see Figure 2) showed that the differences in the profiles of the RANS approach were minimal, while the centreline profiles calculated using the LES model showed significant differences between the coarser and finer meshes. In the RANS case, all the meshes can be considered as independent while for the LES approach, only a solution performed on more than 3.21 million cells is independent on the mesh resolution. The computational time saving is an important parameter in a majority of industrial simulations, and the mesh resolution plays a big role in this field. However, this work focuses on the comparison of different modelling approaches, and for this purpose, it is necessary to keep identical conditions when possible. Therefore, a mesh consisting 3.21 million cells was chosen for the comparison of the turbulent models used in the article.
Flow simulations
In this study, the calculations were performed using the Star-CCM + v.10.04 commercial solver. Experimentally measured values at Re = 2000 were considered for comparison. Re = v in Dr=m, where v in is the mean inlet velocity, D is the diameter of unconstricted tube, r is the density of the fluid, and m is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Ahmed and Giddens 3 specified that the 63% glycerol by weight at a temperature of 33°C was used as a fluid in their experiment. These parameters correspond to a fluid with dynamic viscosity of m = 0.008 Pa s and density of r = 1156.5 kg/m 3 according to Glycerine Producers Association. 25 Based on these values, the calculations of average inlet velocity yielded a value of v in = 0:272m=s. Since we shortened the original tube, a fully developed parabolic velocity profile with average velocity v in was prescribed at our tube inlet instead of uniform values. Since the experimental flow rate corresponds to the laminar behaviour, it was decided to prescribe a low value of turbulence intensity (1%) at the inlet. According to Tan et al., 23 moderately low values of turbulence intensity allowed to reasonably capture the experimental data. Also Cui, 26 who applied the LES-Smagorinsky model, achieved better results for lower prescribed values of turbulence intensity. The outlet boundary condition was prescribed as the pressure outlet with zero pressure resistance. Present calculations were performed with time step of t = 0.125 ms chosen to satisfy a Courant condition of C f = 1.
Temporal discretization was performed by the implicit unsteady algorithm with the second-order temporal discretization scheme. The convection term was, for all the RANS models, discretized using the second-order upwind scheme, while for the LES approach, a bounded central-differencing scheme was used. Turbulence was solved using 10 different models. Only those models that support complete resolving of the boundary layer taking low wall y + approach into account were selected. Due to the comparison of a large number of heterogeneous approaches, all turbulent models and their constants were not modified but their default values set by the developer of the software were kept. The turbulence models considered in this study can be divided into four separate groups. The first group of turbulence models is represented by the standard Spalart and Allmaras 27 model (SA) which solves a single transport equation determining the turbulent viscosity; it was mainly developed for aerospace industry. This model was chosen to test its usability in the channel flow although it is not primarily designed to simulate similar cases. The second group contains the models with k-e turbulence approach, which is generally considered as best for its robustness and accuracy of good resolving of free stream and complex recirculating flows. These models are standard low-Reynolds number k-e model 28 the programme (C S = 0.1, C W = 0.544). The complete list of models used and their abbreviations are mentioned in Table 1 . All the calculations were performed for 3 s to ensure a fully developed flow, then selected variables were averaged for t = 2 s. Six cross sections were chosen for comparison purposes in accordance with the experiment. The positions of these cross sections can be seen in Figure 3 where z is the dimensionless axial coordinate measured from the throat of the constriction z = Z/D, where Z is the axial distance from the throat of the stenosis.
Components of velocities parallel to the axis of the constricted tube were monitored. The calculations were performed on eight cores of Intel Xeon E5-2690 processors which are contained in the computing cluster located at Brno University of Technology. The average run time for one variant of calculation was 100 h.
Particle deposition simulations
For selected turbulence models, a particle deposition using Lagrangian multiphase model was enabled. Particles with three different Stk (10 For unsteady RANS models of turbulence, a turbulent dispersion model based on Gosman and Ioanides 38 enabled a more realistic simulation of the behaviour of particles. In all, 370,000 individual particles for each particle size were injected into the fluid through 31 release points during 0.3 s, and their tracking and deposition were performed for 3 s (see Figure 4 ). Particles were released into the domain at a distance of 0.2 m from the middle of the constriction.
Results
In this section, the results of our flow simulations in the constricted tube for Re in = 2000 are compared with the experimental fluid velocity profiles measured by Ahmed and Giddens. 3 Radial and axial velocity profiles are used to describe the differences between the models and the experiment.
Velocity profiles along the centreline
The mean axial velocity, computed for each turbulence model, was normalized by v in according to Ahmed and Giddens 3 and the profiles of this normalized mean axial velocity v Z along the centreline of the tube in the neighbourhood of the axisymmetric constriction are shown in Figure 5 as a function of the dimensionless axial coordinate (see Figure 3) . Differences between the centreline velocity predicted by the models and the experimentally measured value are added opposite to each of the models as seen in the legend in Figure 5 . (The differences between the centreline velocity predicted by the models and the experimentally measured value were calculated as follows: The data from formerly published studies were digitized and transported into OriginPro 9 software (originLab, Northampton, MA, USA) as well as our model datasets. Then, the experimentally acquired values were subtracted as reference data from the respective model datasets. This procedure produced curves showing differences between the models and the experimental data as a function of the dimensionless distance z. To facilitate a quantitative comparison of various models, integration of the curves was performed in the range of z = (0-6), calculating the absolute area under the curve. These values were normalized by the area under the curve of the experimentally measured centreline and expressed in percents. Measurement errors can be expected in the range of units of percent, so for the deviations less than ;6%, it does not make sense to rank them according to their reported deviations. The simulations showing deviation less than 10% can be qualified as wellmatching models.) Most of the models predict, in accordance with the experiment, a constant centreline velocity v z ffi 4:2 v in closely behind the throat at 0 \ z ł 1. Only the SKETL and RKETL models feature a divergence from the experiment for all the inspected area.
Several models (SKELR, all the k-v (KO-88, KO-06 and SSTKO) and the V2F model) feature a change in the trend from the constant velocity level to a moderate declination of the velocity with almost constant slope in the following portion of the tube. This feature could not be resolved in the experimental data points of Ahmed and Giddens 3 due to their low spatial resolution, but it was found in other experiments 39 and numerical simulations. 26, 40, 41 This moderate declination ends when v z drops below 3:6 v. It suggests for the evolution of the shear layer of the separated flow in the post-stenotic section before the models predict the onset of turbulence and it is typical for laminar separated flows with a formation of recirculation zones.
All the models, except the KO-06 model, involve the transition from laminar to turbulent flow, which is indicated by a steep drop down of the centreline velocity with increasing z distance; however, each of the models provides a different breakpoint position. The experimental data evidence the onset of the transition at z ffi 2.5. The SKETL, RKETL and SA models provide the laminar-turbulent transition unrealistically, just behind the constriction end at z = 0.2-1, and the turbulent flow develops very early; these models clearly fail to treat the expanded flow. The SKELR, SMAG and WALE models are consistent with the experimentally observed character of the transition; their progress to turbulence is similar and only slightly steeper than the experiment shows. While the WALE model matches best with the experimental data points in the transitional region (2.5 \ z \ 5), the SKELR model treats best the past flow for z . 5, where the other two trusty models rather underpredict the centreline velocity. The rest of the models places the transition origin to z = 4.5, 5 and 5.75 applying for V2F, SSTKO and KO-88 models, respectively.
Radial velocity profiles
A more detailed result of comparisons is given by the radial profiles of the mean axial velocity at the axial stations z = 0, 1, 2.5, 4, 5 and 6 downstream of the stenosis throat ( Figure 6 ). The radial profiles are shown as a function of the dimensionless radial coordinate r = r c /R where r c is radial coordinate measured from the centreline of the tube and R is the actually inspected tube radius and the points 0 and 1 stand for the tube axis and the wall position, respectively. The axial symmetry of the mean radial profiles was considered and only half radial profiles of the axial velocity are shown for the comparison of the simulated and measured data in accordance with the practice introduced by Ahmed and Giddens. 3 All the RANS models, except the SA model, predict the flow to be radially symmetrical, and also the LES models feature only a very weak asymmetry of the radial velocity profile (see Appendix 2, Figure 11 ). The SA model demonstrates a strong asymmetry of the post-stenotic flow by causing the jet to deflect towards the bottom wall in the downstream region as shown in Appendix 2, Figure 11 . This asymmetry in the SA model explains the apparent deviation of its radial velocity profile in comparison with the other results in Figure 6 .
The existence of flow asymmetry in the axisymmetric stenosis was manifested by several authors. Mallinger and Drikakis 42 revealed highly asymmetric flow downstream of the three-dimensional axisymmetric stenosis. Sherwin and Blackburn 43 found a Coanda-type wall attachment of the steady flow in a straight tube with a smooth axisymmetric constriction due to a small perturbation added to the base flow. The flow through axisymmetric and eccentric stenoses models was studied in detail by Varghese et al. 44 The graphs in Figure 6 illustrate a qualitatively different character of the flow in the consequent z positions in the tube as well as the significant differences among the models. All the models predict almost identical flat flow profiles at the throat (z = 0); their results qualitatively correspond to the experimental data, but the velocity values are almost 10% larger than the experimental ones. This discrepancy is addressed below.
The experiment at the station z = 1 shows that the jet-core with the original velocity v z ffi 4:2 v in sharply turns into a stagnant zone with zero velocity values that spans in 0.6 \ r \ 1. This feature was well approximated by all the models, except SA, SKETL and RKETL.
The jet-core reduces its cross section with increasing flow distance; it is seen at z = 2.5 that the velocity changes between the core and the flow separation zone become more gradual and the flow recirculation occurs near the wall. The experimental flow profile is still well represented by most of the models but the differences among them became evident. The last three stations (z = 4, 5, 6) show no presence of the jet but a gradual development of the flat-turbulent-like profile.
The experiment documents that the near-wall zone, where the flow separation and recirculation occur, begins immediately downstream of the throat and continues to the distance of three diameters downstream. The recirculation phenomena were well captured by most of the models at z = 2.5, while the SMAG and WALE models overpredicted its intensity and the SA, SKETL and RKETL models failed to treat it at all. The KO-88, SSTKO and V2F models predict the end of the recirculation zone at z ffi 4; therefore, they overpredict the length of the recirculation region, and the KO-06 model places the end of the recirculation region even to z ffi 5. The SKELR model well agrees with the experiment in terms of the intensity and positioning of the recirculation zone.
After that the transition to the turbulent profile can be seen. The SA and SKETL models predict a gradual transition of the velocity profile, reaching the fully developed turbulent profile at z = 4 already; this development is similar for the SMAG, WALE and RKETL models at z = 5, and for SKELR at z = 6. The SSTKO model approaches the transient profile of the experiment at z = 6, while the KO-88, KO-06 and V2F models show more deformed profiles. The best qualitative and quantitative match with the experiments over the six stations was found for the SKELR, SMAG and WALE models consistently with the findings in Figure 5 .
The simulated flow fields behind the constriction are detailed in Appendix 2, Figure 11 , for all the tested models.
To summarize, it was shown that different turbulence models estimate the flow character with different accuracy and that even the flow through such a trivial geometrical shape as the stenosed smooth tube is very intricated for the present turbulence models. Three models perform comparatively well in terms of the mean axial velocity, in the inspected area of 0 \ z ł 6 (SKELR, SMAG and WALE) with error between 5.5% and 7.1%. The other considered models did not capture the flow faithfully showing the error between 14% and 32%.
Turbulence along the centreline
The turbulence and its longitudinal development were evaluated on the basis of the axial velocity fluctuations normalized by the mean inlet velocity -see Figure 7 . The differences between the LES models and experiment are of similar magnitude to those reported by Tan et al. 23 The velocity fluctuations were for RANS approach based on assumption of isotropic turbulence and calculated as u 0 = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2 Á k=3 p .
As can be seen, some models even failed to predict the position of the maximum within the solution domain -namely, the KO-06 and KO-88 models. The KO-88 shows a tendency to rise to its maximum of the turbulent fluctuations towards the end of the solution domain, but the KO-06 completely fails. The model is also very sensitive to inlet boundary conditions, which is a disadvantage not seen, for example, in k-e. However, we kept the inlet conditions with all models identical. The other models show approximately comparable values of the maxima of the turbulent fluctuations, but the maxima themselves are shifted either upstream or downstream of the experimental maximum. As for the position of the maxima of the fluctuations, the best agreement can be seen with RKETL model with a lower maximum as compared with the experiments. This model subdivides the whole solution domain into a viscosity-affected region and a fully turbulent region. The distinction between the two regions is determined by a wall-distance-based turbulent Reynolds number defined with k value and the normal distance from the wall. In the near-wall region, only k equation is solved, and the length scale is computed.
Higher values of the maxima are predicted by SMAG and SKELR model. The maxima given by both models are identical, but the SKELR shows a delayed and a more rapid increase in the fluctuations and a slower decrease. The SSTKO and V2F models show a similar course with the maximum shifted towards the end of the solution domain, that is, considerably delayed rise. The highest value of the maximum is produced with the WALE model with the peak position close to the experimental value but the absolute maximum value is much larger than for all other models and experiments. We omitted the SA model in the graphs. This is a one-equation turbulence model developed specifically for aerodynamic flows such as transonic flow over airfoils with only a single equation for turbulence and with a strong limitation in shear flows and separation. In other words, the model is unable to correctly predict separation; for example, it predicts the flow attached long after it has separated in reality.
SST. It is claimed that its performance is not very different from the RKETL. The model has gained this popularity based on its ability to predict separation and reattachment better when compared to k-e and the standard k-v. However, as can be seen from the graph, this model shifts the maximum too far from the experimentally obtained value in contrast to RKETL. This is very probably given by the fact that the model has issues predicting turbulence levels and complex internal flows. The issue is also the fact that the blending function crossover location (blending between k-e in the far field and k-v near the target geometry) is arbitrary and could obscure some critical feature of the turbulence.
From the above, we can conclude that the best match as for the course of the velocity fluctuations and their maxima (absolute values and positions) compared with experiments is predicted by two RANS models, namely RKETL, which predicts the best maximum position, and SKELR, which predicts the best maximum value. SMAG predicts the best maximum value identically with SKELR.
The fluctuations of the secondary components (the fluctuations in the radial and circumferential directions) are shown in Figure 8 for the LES models. Their values are identical to the axial component for the RANS models due to their assumption of the isotropic turbulence.
The differences between the velocity fluctuations predicted by the LES models (SMAG and WALE) and the experimentally measured values were calculated in the same way as the differences between the predicted and measured mean velocities.
The experiment indicates approximately 20% difference between the axial and secondary fluctuations while the SMAG and WALE model predict approximately 40% and 75% difference, respectively. Although it is generally expected that the LES models are accurate in the core region, the differences in axial fluctuation components for the two (WALE and SMAG) models for identical boundary conditions prove that even LES does not guarantee sufficiently realistic results.
Also, the experimentally measured values of the velocity fluctuations must be taken with care; their uncertainty is naturally much higher than that for the mean velocity due to the experimental noise (see 'The accuracy of the results of Ahmed and Giddens' section).
Comparison with published simulations
The experimental data of Ahmed and Giddens 2,3 for the stenosed flow case were used by many authors to validate their numerical models. We have used the published data that allowed matching with our results (the same stenosed geometry with 75% constriction, Re = 2000, data containing the mean axial velocity profiles) to supplement our model set and comparison of their prediction abilities.
Zhang et al. 45 adapted the LRN k-v model of Wilcox 32 (denoted thereafter as Zhang-02-LRKO) for internal flow studies in a user-enhanced commercial finite-volume based programme CFX4.4. Later, Zhang and Kleinstreuer 40 considered LRN k-e (Zhang-03-LRKE), RNG k-e (the axial profiles of the velocity for the RNG k-e model were missing in the article, but the radial velocity profiles together with the discussion showed that this model failed to treat the modelled flow regimes), LRN k-v (Zhang-03-LRKO) and Menter kv (Zhang-03-SSTKO) models, using the same programme on the stenosed geometry with 560,000 cells. This group 41 finally compared the performances of LES WALE (Zhang-11-WALE) and three turbulence models, including standard k-v (Zhang-11-KO), LRN k-v (it is the same model as the LRN k-v model presented in Zhang and Kleinstreuer 41 and Zhang and Kleinstreuer 40 ) and SST transitional (Zhang-11-SSTKO) models with hexahedral mesh (1,140,480 elements).
Luo et al. 46 employed three numerical methods, laminar flow, k-e model and LES models (Luo-04-LAM, Luo-04-KE and Luo-04-LES, respectively), and a grid with 227,981 cells using the commercial CFD package, Fluent 5.3.
Cui 26 used LES and adopted both the SMAG 35 and dynamic SMAG 47, 48 where 2% (Cui-12-SMAG2) and 4% (Cui-12-SMAG4) inlet velocity fluctuations were adopted. This author used 2,731,820 grid nodes and a hexagonal mesh in the software platform of OpenFOAM Ò 1.5. A summary of these published models is given in Table 2 .
The profiles of the normalized mean axial velocity along the centreline of the tube are presented for these selected published results along with our prospective Figure 9 in the same way as it was in Figure 5 . Clearly, several published models failed to mimic the experimental velocity profile. The Zhang-03-LRKE, Luo-04-KE and Luo-04-LAM models differ from the experiments by more than 26%, and even the Luo-04-LES produces a 14% difference.
The rest of the models predict well the s-shaped course of the axial profile of the centreline velocity with a similar steep transition from the maximum velocity closely behind the throat (z = 0) to the low velocity at the end of the inspected area (z = 6). The maximum and minimum velocity values vary model to model, and mainly, the z position of the transition from the laminar to turbulent flow apparently differs. Most of the models predict earlier transition than the experiment while all our models and Zhang-11-WALE adversely.
Our SKELR model with 7.1% difference is comparably as good as the Zhang-02-LRKO, Zhang-11-SSTKO and Zhang-03-SSTKO models that match the experiments with 7.8%-9.7% error. The best performance was provided by the LES models of Cui, 26 with 3.5% and 4.6% difference, and Zhang and Kleinstreuer 41 (5.5% difference), followed by our WALE and SMAG simulations with 5.5% and 6.5% difference, respectively.
Results of simulated deposition of particles
A deposition rate of particles was expressed as a deposition fraction in successive cylindrical surface areas. The deposition fraction is a ratio of the number of deposited particles in the examined region to the total number of particles injected into the tube. Deposition fractions calculated from the results of three models (SKELR, SMAG and WALE) are summarized in Figure 10 . The constricted tube was divided into 14 cylindrical areas. A comparison of deposition fraction in Figure 10 clearly shows that there were substantial differences among the models, especially for the case of the smallest 16 mm particles. The SKELR model predicted no deposition upstream of the constriction, and a significantly larger deposition compared to both LES models in the tube downstream. Based on the results in Figure  10 , there were large differences even between the two LES models. Only the WALE model predicted any deposition upstream. Both LES models gave a similar prediction of deposition for 52 and 163 mm particles. SKELR predicted a larger deposition in all zones for 52 mm particles. For 163 mm particles, there were almost no deposited particles predicted by SKELR in the zone from z = 0 to 1. In general, the larger the particles, the smaller the differences among the models.
Discussion
The flow character
The structure and development of the flow past the stenosis depends on the stenotic geometry (stenosis degree, shape and eccentricity) and flow conditions (steady/ unsteady, Reynolds number). This case of steady flow cosine stenosis (cosine contour) features a fully turbulent post-stenotic flow at Re = 2000, according to the results from Ahmed and Giddens. 3 Solzbach et al. 49 showed that, for the 75% constriction, the typical Re c = 600 (critical Re). However, the Re c varied between 500 and ca. 1100 depending on the stenotic geometry. According to the map of the flow stability given by Griffith et al., 50 the flow in our case is absolutely unstable.
The post-stenotic flow is characterized by the core jet and a flow separation region, which features 'an intricate pattern of shed vortices that roll on top of each other and merge in the expansion zone distal to the stenosis throat' as described by Bluestein et al. 51 for Re = 1550. Generally, for Re . 1000, Bluestein et al. 51 observed that '.the site of vortex initiation is very near the stenosis throat at the point of flow separation . the dissipates before reaching the end of the stenosis region'. Cui 26 reports that 'After this relatively steady period, the velocity decreases quickly because the flow transits from laminar to turbulent coupled with largescale lateral momentum transfer. In addition, it is described that the flow transition occurs in the region 1 \ z \ 4 3 '.
The accuracy of the results of Ahmed and Giddens
The experimental data contain uncertainties of several types. These uncertainties can limit the validation possibilities. 3 The measurement method itself has a limited precision and resolution. However, Ahmed and Giddens did not report experimental uncertainties of their data obtained from their laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) measurements. We can expect these to be in lower units of percent. 20 The boundary conditions (inlet turbulence intensity, flow velocity, fluid viscosity among others) can be significant as well. Varghese et al. 44 studied steady and pulsatile flow through a 75% constricted tube using direct numerical simulations (DNS). According to their results, a laminar flow downstream of an axisymmetric stenosis appeared even at the inlet Re = 1000, which greatly differs from the LDA results of Ahmed and Giddens. 3 Varghese et al. 44 suggested these differences to the upstream noise (i.e. flow fluctuations) in the experimental set-up.
The imperfections of the model geometry (asymmetry, fabrication tolerances for size and shape) and wall roughness is another issue. For example, Griffith et al. 50 suggested the presence of a turbulent breakdown of the flow triggered by experimental noise which was able to explain the discrepancy between the turbulent experimentally found post-stenotic flow and the laminar flow from their CFD simulations. Varghese et al. 44 showed that the stenosis eccentricity may cause transition to turbulent flow at Re = 1000.
Zhang and Kleinstreuer 41 showed that the measured data sets of Ahmed and Giddens 3 do not accurately reflect mass conservation and uncertainties exist in regions of large velocity changes. 'However, the measured velocities are apparently lower than their expected values at the throat (z = 0) based on mass balance calculations, which can be attributed to experimental uncertainties'. 'The experimental profiles indicate that the flow reattaches to the wall between z = 4 and 6, which may also imply that the flow does not remain completely laminar because of upstream noise and possible geometric perturbation (e.g. stenosis eccentricity)'. 41 
Discussion on the flow models
The results summarized in Figures 5-9 allowed to assess the abilities of the LES and the RANS turbulence models to treat the stenosed flow case.
The wrong performance of the SA model in the channel flow is not surprising as it was designed specifically for aerodynamic flows; it is not calibrated for general industrial flows and produces relatively large errors for some free shear flows.
The laminar flow model of Luo et al., 46 Luo-04-LAM, obviously underestimated the turbulent energy dissipation downstream of the stenosis.
The family of the different k-e approaches features the widest scatter over the experimental results. Even the two standard low-Reynolds number k-e models used (Zhang-03-LRKE and SKELR) performed differently; while SKELR approximated well the experimental measurement and registered the laminar-turbulent transition, the Zhang-03-LRKE failed to show it at all. The low-Reynolds number model included in Star-CCM + is a version produced by Lien et al. 28 and its coefficients are identical with the standard k-e model but provide more damping functions. These functions are applied in the viscous-affected regions near walls. The Luo-04-KE assumes too much energy dissipation and fails to correctly predict the tendency of the flow evolution. The SKETL and RKETL models provide the laminar-turbulent transition unrealistically early but perform well in the developed area. The RKETL is more precise than the SKETL model as it benefits from its improved predicting abilities to resolve the flows involving separation and recirculation and to capture the complex flows. The V2F model, though designed to handle the near-wall turbulence effects more accurately, failed in this case to show its quality as the transition was modelled as too late. These findings suggest that the choice and setting of the k-e model can drastically affect its success in such transient flow cases.
The k-v models in comparison with the k-e models benefit from their better ability to treat the wall effects present within this flow case. While the Zhang-11-KO model somehow overpredicts flow instabilities and essentially follows the experimental data points, both our k-v models (KO-88 and KO-06) fail to treat the low-Reynolds number flows in laminar-to-transitional regimes. The original k-v model (KO-88) outperformed the version with revised set of model coefficients (KO-06), which suggests that further validations of this successor for the complex flows are needed and it should be set with caution.
A comparison of our and published results demonstrates that it is possible to set the k-v model parameters to capture the stenosed flow. A good performance of the Zhang-11-KO model results from the coefficient modifications; the particular coefficients given in the paper of Zhang and Kleinstreuer 40 differ from those of our models (default settings) in a number of values.
Our SSTKO model (see Figures 5 and 6 ) largely underestimates the turbulence behaviour (dissipation) as it approaches the transient profile of the experiment as far as where z = 6 and it overpredicts the length of the recirculation region. On the contrary, the two SSTKO models of the Zhang's group (Zhang-03-SSTKO and Zhang-11-SSTKO) behave quite differently (see Figure 9 ). These models overemphasize the flow instabilities after the throat and perform relatively poorly in the region of shear layer development and recirculating flows (area between approximately z = 1.5 and 5), while their prediction of mean velocity profiles in the region after the onset of turbulence (z . 5) is consistent with the experiments. Therefore, all the SSTKO models fail to capture the velocity profile in the transitional regime and predict the onset of turbulence in the post-stenotic expanded region where a large-scale momentum transfer applies. 40 The Zhang-02-LRKO model (see Figure 9 ) predicts a weaker post-stenotic turbulence when compared to the laboratory measurements but it can model the poststenotic flow including the evolution of the shear layer, the recirculation region, and the onset of turbulence. Its consistency with the experimental data points overcomes all the standard and SSTKO models.
The results of all the simulations based on the Smagorinsky approach agree well with the experimental results. In particular, in the transitional regime, their performance is better than that of other models; they can resolve the evolution of the shear layer and recirculation zone. The differences between the results of Smagorinsky models by Cui 26 and our SMAG simulation can be partially explained by different inlet turbulence settings (2%, 4% and 1%, respectively), but the difference between the Cui's case for 2% inlet turbulence and our result, which is much larger than between both the Cui's models, suggests that also some other simulation variables were set differently. Cui set the Smagorinsky constant to C s = 0.167 in the Smagorinsky subgrid scale model without any reasoning. The user guide 52 for the Star-CCM + solver declares that the typical values of C s reported in the literature span from 0.07 for flows in channels to 0.165 for homogeneous isotropic decaying turbulence. The default value of C s = 0.1, used in our case, is a compromise between these extremes.
The relatively large 14% discrepancy between the Luo-04-LES results and the experiment can be explained by the inlet turbulence settings in simulations of Luo et al. 46 He used the turbulent intensity of 6.18% which he claimed to be the same as in the experiment of Ahmed and Giddens; 3 however, we did not find such a high value in the reported paper. Luo et al. 46 himself explained the limited accuracy of his results by the grid size used.
Both LES WALE models (our WALE and Zhang-11-WALE) show unsurprisingly similar trends and they very well capture the flow characteristics in the inspected area behind the stenosis and, namely, in the transitional region (2.5 \ z \ 5), including the flow structures and transition to turbulent flow.
Discussion over the simulated deposition of particles
There are several mechanisms that cause a deposition of particles in a straight tube with constriction including gravitational settling, diffusional deposition, turbulent inertial deposition, inertial deposition at flow constriction and interception. 53 The gravitational mechanism can be described using a balance of internal and external forces acting on the particle, specifically the buoyant Archimedes force, drag force, and gravitational force. A constant settling velocity establishes after a very short interval, usually fractions of second. 54 A solution of the balance of forces shows that the particle settling velocity v s is a function of drag coefficient C d , which depends on the settling Reynolds number ). The differences in C d within the Stokes and Allen regions are in approximately three orders of magnitude; hence, the calculated v s is extremely sensitive to appropriate determination of the settling regime.
Whether the particle settles or not depends on its residence time, that, in order to deposit, must be larger than the settling time. The settling time in non-stirred environment with pure gravitational settling in horizontal tube can be estimated as an altitude of the particle h divided by the v s . Rough estimate of particles deposited by gravitational settling can be made on the basis of initial particle axial velocity equal to the surface average velocity of the flow, and the altitude of the particle. Calculation for a particle in the middle vertical plane of the tube shows that particles of diameter 16, 52, and 163 mm deposit if their initial altitude is smaller than 0.4%, 4.7%, and 47% of the tube diameter, respectively.
It should be noted that categorization to the settling regime is not trivial, as the Re s only takes into account the velocity of the particle (which is, however, unknown at the beginning of the calculation). Yet, small particles are being stirred by Brownian motion, and even some larger particles are carried by eddies in the case of turbulent flows. These disturbances shift the real regime to the higher flow regions. Moreover, the simultaneous effect of various deposition mechanisms may increase or decrease the total deposition depending on the boundary conditions.
The mechanism of diffusional deposition is significant only for small particles (in the airways, the particles with diameter smaller than 1 mm). Particles influenced by Brownian motion diffuse from high concentration to low concentration region, while the wall acts as a sink. 53 In the present work, a contribution of this mechanism to the total deposition is negligible, as even the smallest 16 mm particles are too huge to be transported by Brownian motion in high numbers. It is worth noting that particle displacements due to turbulent diffusion dominate over Brownian displacements even for small particles, except the near-wall region. 55 Turbulent inertial deposition may exist in three different regimes. The first one combines turbulent mixing in the central zone and the Brownian diffusion through the laminar sublayer to the wall. It only applies to small particles. The second one works in turbulent diffusion-eddy impaction regime and applies to larger particles with sufficient inertia. In this regime, the deposition increases with increasing inertia. 53 The third regime applies to even larger particles whose trajectories are less affected by turbulent disturbances and the actual deposition decreases with increasing particle diameter. The theory describing all three regimes by Eulerian approach was published by Guha. 56 The Lagrangian approach was described by Chen and Ahmadi. 57 A governing factor for turbulent inertial deposition is the particle relaxation time, 57 which can be described as the time the particle needs to react on the change of direction of the flow. The dependence of particle deposition on the relaxation time follows the Vshape curve. Also, according to Lee and Gieseke, 58 the flow Reynolds number has to be taken into account in Brownian and turbulent diffusion-eddy impaction regime. Hence, this deposition mechanism is also extremely sensitive to the correct solution of laminarturbulent transition prediction in CFD.
The inertial deposition in the flow constriction can be predicted using Stk. As in our case, the Stk was below 10
22 for all cases; we can assume that this mechanism was negligible. Similarly, interception applies mostly for the cases where the size of particles approaches the size of a tube as this mechanism applies for particles whose centre of gravity follows the streamline around the obstacle or wall; however, the surface of the particle touches the wall and causes a collision. Therefore, in our case, this mechanism has minor effect on total deposition. Based on the above-mentioned analysis, we can speculate that the differences among the SKELR, SMAG and WALE models were caused by different predicted levels of turbulent dispersion, which mostly influences the turbulent inertial deposition. While, Gosman and Ioanides' 38 turbulent dispersion model was applied for SKELR, both LES models calculate the velocity fluctuations directly, and hence, they can be considered more appropriate for predicting the deposition. The conjecture that turbulent dispersion is responsible for the differences among models is supported by the fact that the largest differences were found for the smallest particles. For larger particles with higher inertia, which are not easily diverted from their trajectories by turbulence, the differences were small. As there is no experimental data on particle deposition in the Ahmed and Giddens geometry, it is difficult to judge which model performed best. Nonetheless, the results clearly showed that even the models which predict the flow field closely give different results regarding particle deposition. Therefore, experimental validation of numerically simulated deposition is highly recommended.
Conclusion
Several RANS and LES turbulence models were used to simulate the stenosed flow in accordance with the published experimental case of Ahmed and Giddens. 3 The performance of these models was qualitatively and quantitatively compared with the experimental results and with various published flow models.
Three models in our flow simulations performed comparatively well in terms of the mean axial velocity. These are, namely, the SKELR and two LESs with SMAG and WALE subgrid scale models with 7.1%, 5.5% and 6.5% difference from the reference experimental data, respectively, while the other models considered did not capture the flow faithfully. The best performance was provided by the two published LES models of Cui 26 and Zhang and Kleinstreuer 41 with 3.5%, 4.6% and 5.5% difference, respectively.
The comparison of the results from different numerical models shows that several models adequately predict the flow field transition from laminar to turbulent. It was shown that even the LES approach does not guarantee trustful results, and a rigorous validation of the simulations is a must. On the contrary, a properly selected RANS (SKELR) model can also perform well, and its application is justified by the advantage of time savings. The optimal selection of the model depends on the taskmaster requirements -if quality and precision have the highest priority, the WALE model (Cui-12-SMAG4) performs best. If the result swiftness is demanded, then SKELR is the choice with an acceptable loss of precision.
Our and published flow simulation results showed that different turbulence models estimate the flow character with different accuracy. Even the flow through a simple stenosed smooth tube is a very intricated problem for the present CFD models. Modelling of transient flows is more challenging than fully turbulent flows. Some of the models could perform better in higher turbulent regimes. In order to obtain reliable results, numerical models need to be validated for the same geometry and similar flow regime. And well-prescribed boundary condition, namely, the inlet turbulence, is crucial as well.
As the deposition of particles is of great importance in many applications of flow through constricted tubes, the ability to predict the deposition rates was tested using the models which faithfully predicted the flow features. It has been demonstrated that the correct solution of velocity field and laminar-turbulent transition is not sufficient condition for the correct prediction of deposition of particles. Modelling of turbulent dispersion appears as a crucial phenomenon that influences especially the turbulent inertial deposition. Its effect decreases with increasing size of particles. All models agreed well for large particles where gravitational settling dominates.
This study demonstrated that it is not sufficient to validate solely the flow, but particle tracking algorithms must be validated as some models mimic the flow accurately, but do not perform well regarding the deposition.
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